ITALIAN QUALITY FINISHING EQUIPMENTS

MAMO PUNCHING AND BINDING MACHINES

All your digital finishing needs satisfied by MAMO equipment:

Over 35 years spent listening to our customers need of reliable and cost effective solutions for finishing process led to the development of MAMO machines.

Made to last thank Italian design and European certified components: the best partner for any fast and flexible finishing operations.

DISCLAIMER - As part of continued product improvements, these technical specifications are subject to change without notice. Specification quoted were measured on uncoated and unprinted stock.

....check out more on www.mamosrl.com
A3 PUNCHING AND BINDING MACHINE MEGASTAR: 7 TOOLS IN 1 !!!

MEGASTAR

TEM352

Module A: Electric punching and binding machine
- High capacity electric punching and binding tools for massive punching and binding tasks for all your document binding needs in formats 80 g/m².
- MEGASTAR has been specially developed for all professional volume and specific binding requirements, and offers exceptional performance for gains in productivity and efficiency.
- Suitable for a wide variety of paper sizes (up to 42 cm), the MEGASTAR offers a choice amongst 7 different binding systems, as well as the necessary features and functions required for intensive use. It is a perfect partner for reprographic centers, and is equipped with a rebinding unit for perfect alignment and punching of oversized documents or the centering of non-standard sizes.
- The punching and binding tools for office use can be used either as single units or as two working stations.
- On the punching unit, the punching margin can be adjusted. It guarantees improved strength of bound sheets, essential for large documents.
- Adjustable wire closing depth for perfect rounded effect.
- Releasable punching dies that enable the centering and punching of paper sizes.
- The punching space opened on both sides allows perforation of sizes over than 42 cm and an additional stop for punching standard document sizes or the centering of non-standardized paper.
- The punching elements can be opened on both sides.
- Adjustable punching margin gives improved strength to bound sheets.
- The punching space opened on both sides allows perforation of sizes over than 42 cm.
- The punching elements can be opened on both sides.

RELEASABLE PUNCHING DIE

5 - 450 sheets
- Adjustable punching margin gives improved strength to bound sheets.
- The punching space opened on both sides allows perforation of sizes over than 42 cm.
- The punching elements can be opened on both sides.

SMART ENGINEERING

- Vertical punching: the sheets are automatically centered and correctly aligned.
- The punching space opened on both sides allows perforation of sizes over than 42 cm.
- Releasable dies allowing perfect centering for the perforation of any size of paper.
- Adjustable punching margin gives improved strength to bound sheets.
- Adjustable opening of plastic combs, essential for mass binding.
- Adjustable wire closing depth for perfect rounded effect.
- Stop for punching standard document sizes or the centering of non-standardized paper.

MEGASTAR's main features:

- Vertical punching: the sheets are automatically centered and correctly aligned.
- The punching space opened on both sides allows perforation of sizes over than 42 cm.
- Releasable dies allowing perfect centering for the perforation of any size of paper.
- Adjustable punching margin gives improved strength to bound sheets.
- Adjustable opening of plastic combs, essential for mass binding.
- Adjustable wire closing depth for perfect rounded effect.

MACHINES’ SPECIFICATIONS

- Adjustable punching margin gives improved strength to bound sheets.
- The punching space opened on both sides allows perforation of sizes over than 42 cm.
- Releasable dies allowing perfect centering for the perforation of any size of paper.
- Adjustable punching margin gives improved strength to bound sheets.
- Adjustable opening of plastic combs, essential for mass binding.
- Adjustable wire closing depth for perfect rounded effect.
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